QUESTION: What’s the word on learning communities for people who place in calculus?
ANSWER: Unfortunately, the only Learning Communities we have for Calc-Start students are the AMP Learning Communities for students in the AMP program.

QUESTION: so because all of the biology classes are filled up is it possible that we would be able to take the class in the spring or summer? or would we just have to take it the next year?
ANSWER: Worst case scenario, can make it a plan for Spring semester! It’ll be okay if it doesn’t happen in the Fall!

QUESTION: Do I have to take math this year?
ANSWER: Math really is an important gateway in the degree and delaying could impact future semester options and graduation. We do suggest taking it early, but talk to your advisor about your individual scenario!

QUESTION: Are you familiar with Veteran students and how to navigate registration to ensure my maximum capability to receive my monthly housing allowance?
ANSWER: We do know that a full-time schedule with courses applying to your major is what they typically want to see. But, we have a Military Service office that can ensure compliance after you register! https://mvs.kennesaw.edu/

QUESTION: On degree works, I have a new schedule in the planner bc all of the BIO and BIO lab classes have been taken but I am in the AMP LC, is that different for me to register for?
ANSWER: There are some AMP seats with BIOL left, so that might still be a possibility!

QUESTION: is Pre-Med a separate major or could I still go to med school on a biology major?
ANSWER: Med doesn’t typically require a specific major but many students choose between Biology and Biochemistry because most of the prerequisites sit in those degrees automatically.

QUESTION: so what should we take instead of BIO
ANSWER: If you can’t find something specific for your schedule (like BIO), the glory of general education is that everyone needs it! Waitlist for a BIO and then look for a gen ed course in its place (as a back-up)

QUESTION: and how do I declare a biology major?
ANSWER: Email your advisor!

QUESTION: It has been 8 years since I have taken algebra, even if my GPA was high enough to start pre-calculus, can I still take Algebra to refresh my memory, to ensure my success in Calculus?
ANSWER: Definitely an option that you have and one that you can even talk more about with your advisor. The ALEKS Math placement tool also has Learning Module prep you could do so that you could start in Precalc (if you’d like). Your advisor can share more info!
QUESTION: I was interested psychology as well is there any classes that biology majors can take that are on the topic
ANSWER: We do teach some upper division courses that also touch on psychology-type content (like Behavioral Biology and possibly a special topics Neuroscience course!)

QUESTION: Can I sign up for math later instead of today?
ANSWER: You can, but seat availability changes daily. So, we wouldn’t suggest waiting too long. You can always manage your schedule or change it later with a Math on it for right now

QUESTION: I am in the pre-calculus math but the bio classes are full so it is correct that I sign up for the chem LC right?
ANSWER: Yes! You need Chem as a Bio major, so you could look at the Precalc/Chem LCs!

QUESTION: i want to be a dentist but i major in biology, do i have to go to medical school and is this the right major for my degree
ANSWER: Dental school is it's on thing! So, you’ll look at dental programs, but many of the prerequisites to dental school do fall in the Biology degree, so that’s a great major option!

QUESTION: Am i behind now that i can’t take bio right now ?
ANSWER: Nope! If you end up not getting Biology for Fall, it’ll be okay! Advisors can make sure that there isn’t an impact to graduation!

QUESTION: Are waitlists for classes reliable?
ANSWER: Waitlisting is a gamble (it’s based on if students in the class change their schedule and then you register). But, being close to the front of the waitlist does make it very possible. We also just want back up classes on your schedule too!

QUESTION: I’ve heard that medical schools accept a lot of people who don’t have biology majors? Is it all based on my MCAT?
ANSWER: This is true that Science majors aren’t requirements. It’s based on GPA, prerequisite coursework (much of which is science), extracurricular involvement (volunteering, research, student orgs, etc). They’re looking for the total package!

QUESTION: what are minors and how do I ensure a minor and what classes to take to achieve that minor degree.
ANSWER: Minors are your opportunity to “dabble” in content outside of your major. They’re typically around 15 credit hours (around a semester’s worth of classes). Minors are something you can choose to do along side your major. Chat with your advisor about them! There’s lots of different options.
http://catalog.kennesaw.edu/content.php?catoid=51&navoid=3722

QUESTION: if I got a high placement how will I know/ is it a different schedule signup?
ANSWER: Based on your placement, you look at the options available for that class. But, it really just changes which math you look at!
QUESTION: Anything specific you would suggest for pre med students
ANSWER: For now, GPA is important. Doing well in the beginning of college sets the pace for the rest of your degree. We’ll add in the other stuff important to med school overtime. And, check out some med schools you’re interested in and see what they look for!

QUESTION: I am an athlete on the track team, so I have done scheduling with Ms. Eileen, so do I need to still proceed with the registration process later at 12:30?
ANSWER: Do what your Athletic Advisor has told you to do. We work closely with them, so make sure to follow lead based on what they’ve said. You might even already have a schedule as an athlete.

QUESTION: is math 0999 algebra? and is that the algebra that is full?
ANSWER: Math 1111 is College Algebra. 0999 is Algebra support for students that need support in Algebra. You can talk with your advisor for more info (and if it applies to you!)

QUESTION: What website was she on that showed the availability of classes?
ANSWER: Owl Express, Registration tab, Class Schedule Search